Turn your world on its head as members of the creative team reveal how they gender-flipped Shrew and turned a patriarchy into a matriarchy. Martin Wiggins talks about difficult women—and men—and how the characters of Shakespeare and his contemporaries transgressed social boundaries. Jami Rogers looks at the history of gender-swapping Shakespeare roles—and how it might affect the dynamic of this play. INCLUDES: synopsis, rehearsal photography, cast list and full company biographies.

Purchase your programme for £5 from the RSC shop, or from a programme seller during performance times. Also available from rsc.org.uk/shop
creatives
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The first performance of this production took place on 8 March 2019 at the Royal Shakespeare Theatre, Stratford-upon-Avon.

The use of video cameras and any other recording equipment in the theatre is strictly forbidden. Photography is not permitted during the performance. Mobile phones and watch alarms should be turned off or deposited in the cloakroom.

Please remember, too, that coughing, whispering and fanning programmes spoils the performance for other members of the audience and can also be distracting to the actors.